
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Óscar Fuertes mingles with the best in the sixth stage of the Dakar  
Astara Team consolidates itself on the ecological vehicles podium  

 
 
Riad, 7 de enero de 2022. Óscar Fuertes and Diego Vallejo enjoyed another good day at 
the Dakar Rally. They faced stage 6 faithful to their approach of taking care of the 
mechanics and riding at a high but safe pace and they managed to climb another three 
places in the general classification and reach the rest day with the car in good condition to 
face the second week of the race with full guarantees. They are in the 24th position overall, 
second among ecological vehicles and first among Spanish teams in cars. 
 
Little by little the stages and kilometers in the 2022 Dakar Rally are dropping and the 
Astara Team continues focused on its goal of finishing the race and doing so in a good 
position both in the overall standings and among the ecological vehicles, which use some 
environmentally friendly alternative propulsion type. In the case of 01 Concept, it is 
intended to compete with a neutral carbon footprint, which will be achieved thanks to the 
use of e-fuel, a synthetic fuel in whose production process an amount of CO2 is captured 
from the atmosphere equivalent to that which is later emitted with the normal operation of 
the internal combustion engine. 
 
Today it was about continuing with the good pace of the last two days, which allowed the 
team to gain positions on each day while taking care of 01 Concept #249 as much as 
possible, to reach the rest day and regain strength after a truly demanding week. 
 
The special stage that the riders had to face today was the same one that the bikes tackled 
yesterday, a loop starting and ending in Riyadh with a lot of sand, some stones and several 
dunes. And everything went according to plan, with Fuertes and Vallejo travelling at a good 
pace, close to the top fifteen, and without navigation mistakes. A shame that a tyre got a 
puncture in the last part of the special, which imposed a complex replacement operation 
because it occurred in a place that made it very difficult. That made them loose about four 
minutes at the finish line and some positions in the stage standings. The provisional second 
place among ecological vehicles, behind Mattias Ekstrom's official hybrid Audi, and the best 
position of a Spanish team in cars were the best icing on the succulent cake today. 
 
Obviously, Óscar Fuertes was happy on the bivouac, at the end of the day: “Today we are 
really happy. We have just finished the first part of this "game" and we go to the rest day. I 
think this special stage has turned out phenomenally for us, with a fantastic job again 
from Diego in navigation. To put a downside, when we were 30 kilometers from the finish 
line, we got a puncture and we lost about 4 minutes due to the difficulties of changing the 
tyre in a place where the maneuver was a bit uncomfortable. I think we have to be very 
happy, because it is the first time that we are riding in leading positions with a good car 
and we have yet to fully understand the rhythm at which people in the front drive, since 
the previous Dakar rallies in which we have raced so far have not taught us this. We are 
also very happy because the team is doing spectacularly well and the 01 Concept is 
performing brilliantly and it is also fighting the battle between “eco” vehicles, something 
very important for our project and for all those who have put their enthusiasm and their 
time on it". 
 
Tomorrow there is no competition, because it is the rest day in Riyadh. Time to prepare 
everything to face a second half of the race that is decisive. 
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